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ACROSS
Pin down, for instance, American group of 
stars (7)

1

Outlines disease originally produced by 
faulty septic (7)

5

Catlike animal caught by one person trained 
to look after animals (5)

9

On a river passing through gully often (9)10
Decaying bone found in a heap of earth (8)11
Put down recording sample with a piano part 
missing (6)

12

Computer component connected by lead to 
secondary drives (4)

14

Kitchen utensil shaped canapes containing 
stuff in the middle (8)

15

Gather outside Brazilian resort strictly for 
the birds (8)

18

Judge, at this point, needs to be listened to 
(4)

19

Cultural etching not finished, not exactly (6)22
Coders moved around lines and shifted text 
on screen (8)

23

Bird, one held by talon, reproduced mimicry 
(9)

25

Stock warehoused by wholesaler triggered 
alarm (5)

26

View credentials leaving residency abroad 
(7)

27

Jersey sewn in an odd way wanted by 
consumer (7)

28

DOWN
Policeman climbing 1000m with chest injury 
(8)

1

Those gunmen not normally hanging around 
unused official residence (10,5)

2

Puts aside sum extracted from subsystem 
erroneously (4,2)

3

State's opener got runs in unusual fashion - it 
is a special talent (6,4)

4

Activities without popular pets (4)5
Was evasive head of party changed? (8)6
Big customer arranged poor recital in 
Australian capital (9,6)

7

Designed enclosure for farm animals was at 
the front (6)

8

Star in club reworked stuff like "Grease" 
(10)

13

Consider friend accepting work on a 
newspaper (8)

16

Lender's car abandoned by a person 
responsible for leader, perhaps (8)

17

Banks reduced charge and forecast in 
recession (6)

20

Amount of medicine given to satisfy wise 
one (6)

21

One involved in mocking is strong (4)24


